A “Paw”pourri of Puzzlers
The name of the
Roadrunner’s
nemesis:

What a baby
deer is called:

List one other name
For a cougar:

True or FalseMoose are a member
of the deer family:

What a male elk
is called:

What Utah university True or Falsehas a cougar for
Coyotes never eat
a mascot?
trash:

What ice cream is
named after this
big plant eater?

True or FalseLeaving pet food
outside will attract
wild animals:

True or FalseCoyotes are
scavengers:

A group of deer are
called a:

What area of Utah
has cougar habitat?

What 2 states list
the moose as their
state animal?

True or FalseMoose can run up to
35 mph:

True or FalseMoose and deer
have upper
and lower incisors:

True or FalseCougars are
part of the small
cat family because
they cannot roar:

List 2 ways you can
keep a clean
campsite:

True or FalseFeeding wildlife is a
bad idea:

What singer had
’cougar’ as a middle
name?

True or FalseYou should run when
You encounter a
Predator:
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“Paw”pourri game answer key:
The name of the
Roadrunner’s
nemesis:

What a baby
deer is called:

List one other name
For a cougar:

True or FalseMoose are a member
of the deer family:

Fawn
Wile E. Coyote

Puma, catamount,
Mountain lion,
Screamer, panther

What Utah university True or False:
has a cougar for
Coyotes never eat
a mascot?
trash:

What ice cream is
named after this
big plant eater?

Brigham Young
University

False-trash is an
attractant

Moose Tracks

True or FalseLeaving pet food
outside will attract
wild animals:
True, pet food is an
attractant for
animals like rats,
coyotes, skunks,
cougars and raccoons.

A group of deer are
called a:

What area of Utah
has cougar habitat?

What 2 states list
the moose as their
state animal?

True or FalseMoose can run up to
35 mph:

Herd

All of Utah
Alaska and Maine

True

What a male elk
is called:
Bull

True

True or FalseCoyotes are
scavengers:
True

True or False:
Moose and deer
have upper
and lower incisors:

False-they only have lowe
incisors

True or FalseCougars are
part of the small
cat family because
they cannot roar:
True-they make
screams or small
chirps.
And they purr.

List 2 ways you can
True or Falsekeep a clean campsite: Feeding wildlife is a
bad idea:
Store food in odor
free wildlife proof
True- feeding leads
cont., hang trash and to habituation and
food from a tree,
can be dangerous for
don’t burn trash, pack you and the animal.
it in and pack it out. Fed wildlife is dead
Wildlife.

What singer had
’cougar’ as a middle
name?
John Cougar
Mellencamp

True or FalseYou should run when
You encounter a
Predator:
False!! You should
Never run from a
predator.

